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Looking for an Apple Pencil alternative with iPad and iPhone compatibility? These styluses offer an option for each budget. Apple Pencil is a great way to create artwork or even take notes using various features that aren't available in any other stylus. This is due to Apple's understanding of both hardware
and parts of the tablet equation software. But many iPad owners still use older tablets or are looking for a more reasonably priced option to help add a new layer of utility to their experience. So we're putting forward some great alternatives to Apple Pencil that are compatible with many iPad models. Read
more reviews Read more reviews Read more reviews The Adonit Note - M is more than just a great stylus for an iPad. Flip the stylus to use a built-in mouse functionality that can be used with modern iPad models. There is also a left and right clock button and a touch box for touch-sensitive scrolling. As a
large plus, the mouse can be used with any Bluetooth enabled device, such as a laptop or desktop. Anyone with a fifth-generation or third-generation iPad Air and later an iPad Pro can connect the stylus to the tablet for easy movement. It is also connected to any magnetic surface. You can use the stylus
with the third- and fourth-generation iPad Air, iPad mini 5, sixth-generation iPad and later, any 11-inch iPad Pro and 12.9-inch third- and fourth-generation iPads. The 1mm slim edge helps provide natural note-taking and design. Key Features Built-in mouse function with left/right click button and touch-
sensitive scroll wheel Palm rejection technology to allow you to manually place on the iPad End screen via a USB-C cable Brand Specifications: Adonit Compatibility: iPad Air (3rd/ 4th generation), iPad mini (5th generation), iPad (6th-8th generation), iPad Pro (3 iPad Pro 11-inch Connectivity: Bluetooth
Pros Magnetic attaches to some iPad Mouse models can be used with any Bluetooth-capable device Cons No pressure sensitivity or tilt support Buy this product Read more reviews Read more reviews Logitech Crayon offers many features similar to Apple Pencil, but at a more reasonable price. The
stylus works with any 11-inch iPad Pro, any 12.9-inch iPad Pro, sixth-generation iPad and later iPad, third-generation iPad Air and iPad mini 5.Thery don't have to worry about pairing the stylus. Just press the power button and you'll be ready to go. Crayon also features some of the technologies found in
Apple Pencil. This means that any app that is compatible with Apple Pencil will also work with Logitech's choice. If you need a thicker or thinner line when drawing, simply tilt the stylus. The smart tip will adjust the weight of the line depending on the exact angle held. Palm rejection technology will also
make sure that the iPad only registers the stylus instead of any input from your hand. Ideal for any age, the stylus is made with lightweight material, and its flat shape will Roll out of an office and get lost. The built-in battery provides up to 7.5 hours of design usage on a single charge. To maintain the
battery, the crayon will turn off after 30 minutes of idle time. You can charge it with a regular Lightning cable, something that every iPhone or iPad user probably has is lying around. Key Features Charging with any Lightning cable Two minutes of charging offers 30 minutes of active writing time No pairing
Required Brand Specifications: Logitech Compatibility: iPad Air (3rd-4th generation), iPad mini (5th generation), iPad (6th-8th generation), any 12.9-inch iPad Pro, every iPad Pro 11-inch Connectivity: Bluetooth Pros automatically closes after 30 minutes of idle time Designed not to roll out of an office
Cons Buy this product Read more Comments Anyone on a budget looking for a great stylus for both writing and drawing should look at the MoKo Active Stylus Pen. One end of the stylus features a thin 1.5mm metal point that offers a realistic feel of a pen when you write on the screen of most iPad
models and newer iPhones. To do this, the stylus uses a built-in battery that can charge in about an hour. It provides up to eight hours of continuous use and will automatically shut down after 30 minutes of inactivity to save power. The other end has a soft rubber edge for battery-free use, which works on
any touchscreen. A built-in clip allows it to fit on a tablet cover or pocket while on the go. Key Features Active 1.5mm Metal Point for Realistic Design and Writing Additional Soft Rubber Edge for Use Without Battery Power The Soft Edge Works With Other Touch Devices, Including an iPhone Brand
Specifications: MoKo Compatibility: All iPads and iPhones Connectivity: Bluetooth Pros Slim Aluminum Design Mimics the Feel of a Real Pencil Carrying Clips Helps Make It Easy to Carry Disadvantages No Pressure Sensitivity or Tilt Support Buy This Product Read More Reviews Read More Comments
Read more reviews Another excellent Apple Pencil alternative, especially if you're only interested in taking notes and light design, is SwitchEasy Easy Pencil Plus. The stylus features a design similar to Apple's second-generation flat-side model. This will ensure that you don't have to worry about it
accidentally rolling out of an office or table. For easy travel, it can be magnetically connected to some iPad Pro models and the fourth-generation iPad Air.It charges with any USB cable and can be filled in as little as 25 minutes. A quick one-minute charge offers 30 minutes of use. You don't have to
assign stylus, just tap the top to turn it on. It will automatically sleep after a minute of inactivity and will turn off completely after 20 minutes without use. The stylus is compatible with the third- and fourth-generation iPad Air, iPad mini 5, sixth-generation iPad and later, any 11-inch iPad Pro and 12.9-inch
third- and fourth-generation iPads. Key features palm rejection support so you can comfortably write or draw in one 1.2mm Magnetic Stylus Edge Attached to Some iPad Pro and Fourth Generation iPad Air Specifications Brand: SwitchEasy Compatibility: iPad Air (3rd-4th Generation), iPad Mini (5th
Generation), iPad (6th-8th Generation), iPad Pro 12.9 Inch ($3 4 a-generation), any iPad Pro 11-inch Connectivity: Bluetooth Pros Completely Loads in 25 minutes Replaceable tip included Cons No pressure sensitivity or tilt support Buy this product Read more Comments Read more Comments The
Adonit Note+ has many great features and works with any 11-inch iPad Pro, every 12.9-inch iPad, sixth generation and later iPad, the third generation iPad Air stylus and iPad mini 5.The stylus is compatible with several popular note-taking and drawing apps. You can customize both shortcut buttons in
the stylus for quick access to features such as deleting, undoing, or repeating. When drawing, the stylus can support up to 2,048 pressure sensitivity levels. It also supports a natural title feature that allows you to create a shaded effect when using specific brushes. It even has a natural palm discharge. A
single charge provides up to 10 hours of stylus usage. You can charge it with the supplied USB-C cable. In a pinch, a five-minute charge will give an hour of service. Key Features 2,048 Pressure Sensitivity Levels Tilt Support to Create Shadow Effects Palm Rejection Technology Specifications Brand:
Adonit Compatibility: iPad Air (3rd/4th Generation), iPad Mini (5th Generation), iPad (6th-8th Generation), iPad Pro (3rd/4th Generation 12... 9-9 Inch), iPad Pro 11-inch Connectivity: Bluetooth Pros Five-minute charge provides an hour of use Cons Only compatible with a limited number of iPad apps Buy
this product Read more Comments XIRON Active Stylus is perfect for taking notes and features a slim 1.2mm edge to replicate the feel of a real pen. Palm rejection technology also adds more comfort while writing. XIRON Active Stylus is a great choice for someone looking for a reasonably priced option
to take notes on the iPad. With palm rejection technology, you can easily write to your tablet screen without worrying about extra input. A 1.2mm tip just reproduces the feel of a real pen. You don't have to worry about pairing. just press the on button over the stylus. The built-in battery provides up to 20
hours of use on a single charge. You can fully charge the stylus in 1.5 hours with a USB-C cable. It's compatible with the third- and fourth-generation iPad Air, iPad mini 5, sixth-generation iPad and later, any 11-inch iPad Pro and 12.9-inch third- and fourth-generation iPad. Key features 1.2mm edge
reproduces a real Palm pen rejection, so you can comfortably write with one hand on the tablet screen Battery provides up to 20 hours of use Brand Specifications: XIRON Compatibility: iPad Air (3rd-4th generation), iPad mini (5th generation), iPad (6th-8th generation), iPad Pro 12.9 inch (3rd-4th
generation), iPad Pro Connectivity: Bluetooth Advantages Available in Black or White No Matching Required Disadvantages No Pressure Sensitivity or Tilt Support Buy This Product Read More Comments Read more Reviews The Stylus Milemont could be one of the best options for note taker and artists.
And the most important feature is that the stylus works on any touch device, including an iPhone.The there is no need for pairing, just turn on the stylus, and you'll be ready to go. Provides up to 8 hours of use on a single charge. It will automatically switch off after a period to help maintain the battery. Key
Features No Matching Needed Battery Provides Up to 8 Hours of Use Charging Port Protected by Cap Brand Specifications: Milemont Compatibility: Most iPad Connectivity Models: Bluetooth Advantages Supports Tilt and Pressure Sensitivity Works with Any Touch Device Disadvantages Costs Almost
As Much as an Apple Pencil Buy This Product FAQ: Is There a Cheaper Alternative to Apple Pencil? One of the major drawbacks of Apple Pencil is the cost. But the best news is that there are several cheaper alternatives to Apple Pencil.While they don't have the exclusive features of Apple's official
model, you can definitely find something for yourself, especially if you're looking to make occasional note-taking or design. Q: What features are exclusive to Apple Pencil and aren't available in other styluses? If you choose an Apple Pencil alternative, some exclusive Pencil features are not available on
other models. This is due to Apple's close integration of hardware and software. Both generations of Apple Pencil can be charged using an iPad. There are also some software features. For example, you can use the stylus to draw on iPadOS to fill in text fields, such as a location address. Q: Is Logitech
crayon better than Apple Pencil? If you decide between Logitech Crayon and Apple Pencil, there are a few differences to note. The biggest thing is that crayon doesn't offer pressure sensitivity. This could be a deal-breaker for anyone who wants to use a stylus for the design. But along with the lower
price, crayon stacks well against the first-generation Apple Pencil, including a design that won't roll an office and more comfortable for younger users to keep in their hand. We hope you like the items we recommend and discuss! MakeUseOf has affiliate and sponsorship partnerships, so we receive a
share of the revenue from some of your purchases. This will not affect the price and helps us to offer the best product suggestions. About author Brent Dirks (165 articles published) More from Brent Dirks
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